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THR AERODYNAM1 C A.SPECT OF WING-FU&AGE’ ~“ILLETS* “““-”

By H. Muttray

Uodel tests prove the feasibility of “enhancing the
aerodynamic qualities of wing-fuselage fillets by appro-
priate design of fuselage and wing roots. Abrupt changes
from maximum fuselage height to wing chord must be avoided
and every longitudinal section of fuselage and wiilg roots
must be so faired and arranged as to preserve t“hc original
lift distribution of the continuous wing. Adapting the
fuselage to the curvilinear circulatioil of the wing affords
further improvement. Tile polars of such. arrangements are I
alr.ost the same as those of the “wing alone,tl thus voiding
the superiority of the high-wiilg type airplane known with
the conventional desigil. Besides, protuberances such as
windshields, etc. , disturb tlie aerodyilamic quality of a
mid wing or low wing less than of a hi:;h wing, so that th”e
latter actually becomes inferior by comparison.

For reasons of an appropriate aerodynaioic and static
com%inatio-n of wing and fuselage, the further developmeizt
of high-performance gliders should be carried on with mid-
wing type monoplanes.

INT!RODUCTION

The accepted method of raising the performance of
gliders in past years has been to increase the wiag span.
But lately this practice has fallen into disuse after’it
was found that a large span entailed certain disadvantages
which seemingly made t-nis avenue of attack.rather unad-
vised.

The attention of the designers was tvrned to other
means for promoting higher flight ~“’e’rforman’ces.

——---——- .-—-——————.—.....-.-——._ .. .. ..... .. . . ..-..---.-— ..-.———--_.—_————_————___

*llDie aerodynamisck.e ‘Zusam~:lenf&g~lngvon Tragfl&gel und
Rump f. Luftfahrtforschung , vole 11, no, 5, october
25, 1934, p-p. 131-139.
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There is, for example, the,method ?f fairing the wing
into the fuselage and” of housing the pilot within a ca3in-
like enclosure. Both of these methods are intimately re--
lated insofar as. the,c.omplete enclostire of,the pilot must
precede any aerodynamically favorable win&fuselage combi-
nation. In point of fact, it was this very method of
pilot-seat enclosure resorted to within the last few years,
which really caused the renewed drive for wing fillets.

c
Hereinafter is the description’of an essentially ex-

perimental investigation of wing fillets and various de-
ductions.

2. ’PREVIOUS REPORTS

This experimental report is, as already indicated, .
based u-jjon~revious investigations made ly the w,riter.
The first of these goes back to 1928 and was published in
Luftfahrtforschung (N.A.C.A. T.Il. No. 517) (reference 1).

a) The Flow at the .Wing Root of a Lo’w-Wing Monoplane as
Affected by Fi,lleting

It is common knowledge that at higher lift values, ‘
that is, at greater pressure rises, the flow at the roots
of a low-wing monoplane is’ very apt to break away as a re-
sult of the secondary flow, ,occurring in the angles or
cbrners formed by the sides of the fuselage and the upper
surface of the wing.

It is also know~ that the polar of a low-wing mbno-
plane has a higher additive body drag than that of a high-
wing monoplane. The disagreeable feature is the break-
down of the flow %ecause the vortices shed at the wing
tips may easily produce the so-called ‘ftail buffeting.tl
The breakdown of the flow and the growth of the additive
drag are so much more pronounced as this angle between
wing and fuselage is sharper. Now these o’bjectional fea-’
tures can be avoided by designing the wing root along

1

well-defined lines! namely, by rounding out the angles %e-;
tween wing and fusela-ge in such a manner that the fillet
radii increase rearward. The rounding-out or filleting
process insures a gradual change from fuselage to wing and
therely removes the cause for the secondary flow.’ Tigu:e
1 illustrates the discussed shape of wing root for a 4,5
angle ketween fuselage and wing. .The shapes 1, 2$ and 3
differ in fillet radii. Shape 4, designated as ‘ffalse
fillet,t’ does not give the desired effect.
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‘Th6 failure of this false fillet i’sun,doubtedly at-
tri?)utable’ fo”’tliefa,ct that -i,tcauses afi”‘increase in pres-
sure -’ri.se’ov:er the “suction s~.d.e.tif.t.he.w.ing,_vi,thin range
of the wing root ,

...,..
since the section .of,,the ‘wing root “&i&- ‘-

closes. & poor airfoil with excessively great thickness-
COi’i”S~”qUeiltIy , it is’ not” only necessary to suppress any pos-
si-ole secondary “f”lowby gradual chailge from ,fuselage to
wing but also to provide at the same time for adequate I

s tr:e”~d .iriing. This is assured on the wing roots with file
lets-of r.earvardly increasing radii..,..,’ ..

t ~leanwhile this met3.od of’ fillet iilg Y.as also found ap-
plication -inpractical airplane desig-n (reference 2).
T~~ere 5.S, for’ example, the Northrop ‘fGarlmaflexpress mai~-
plane (fi’~. 2)* wl~ich, wit-n its size of f’illet radii, based
upon recent wind-tni~ilel data (ref e’rence 3) ,“presei~ts a fur-
tiler advance. ,“

b) Wizlgs with Cut-Outs

Th~ secoad stud-y; “~rie:flyreferred to ilere, relates
to measv.resents on wings with cut-outs made in 1929 (ref-
erence 4) . This investigation is intimately con~lec ted
uith the problem of “wiilg with fuselage, ” because WhE)il

consider iilg “wind with fuselage” or “wing with cut-outs”
simp’ly as the problem is’,’ob-ll~i~~g with v~. riable chord, 11

viously, the same. l~o~.~in the reyort oil wings with cut-
outs (refer eilce 4) , it had been shown that oii t-he basis of
this concept it wa”s po”ssible to obtain “~in[~-briiige”

vitiatxo; e”~fsi.g”ti”s.,which prevent the otherwise occur ri~lg .

the ivi~lgpolars dl~e to the cut-o~ts. ~;r fl~i~g ~ridgefl, is

mean% the narrowed portion of the wing coilnecting the un-
che.ngei’tiing halves.

The sections of the wing bridge had ,to be desigiled
as satisfactory ai’ifoils and so arranged as to preserve
as close”ly as’ possible the lift distri-oution of the wing
without cut-out sect ion-o This is the case for a certain
Ca value,’ such as anSle of incidence of the wiilg ml.en
the value ca t (t = wing chord.) at a~ly point of the .
wink bridge is ‘the same as that of the origiilal wing at
the s~.me point. .’”Strictly speaking, this is obtainable on-
ly”f Or “’oneangle of .a~tack of t~le Wiag; but -jf t~lis is
cho sen high enough the ch5i~ge in the total poi”ar tii’ll””t”e””
e;itirely ne~;ligible, Yor ~~i{;k-speed airpla~ies flying at
10T’V Ca values, this optimum an:;le of attack may be.-
chosen correspond ingl~r lower.
—- ——— —__ —________________________________________,__________________________
*Luftfahrt-~ullds chau der Z.F.l~[.~ ~iOo 8, $933.

—.——
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The choice “of wing-%ridge profile and the cal’cul’atfon
of the particular a“ngle of in-cidence for a certain’angla
of attack of the unchanged wing is very simple when”pro-
ceeding from elliptical lift distribution’ because then the
induced angle of attack over the span is invariable; The
angle of setting of the profi;le of the original ,wing and”
any wing-bridge profile at the same point is then simply
equal to the difference of the effective angles of a’tta&k
pertaining to the Ca values for the “pr”ofiles.

It is more difficult to define the Ii-ft distribution
and the corresponding induced drag for the remaihing angles .
of at”tack of the wing at which the lift distribution of
the original wing is disturbed. However, there have ‘been
published some very valuable reports, especially of recent
date, which permit a theoretical analysis of the total po-
lars of wiilgs with variable chord and variable profile
wit’bout excessive paper work; For example, there is the
fundamental treatise of 1. IIc~z, of 1931 (reference 5),
which has already ‘been applied in various cases (reference
6)s

3. APPLICATION OF PREVIOUS RESULTS TO THE DESIGN

OF I?USELAGE AND WING ROOTS

The more recent and largely experimental study , re-
counted hereinafter, contains a synthesis of the argu-
ments upon which the older and just-mentioned reports had
be-en based. According to the first report there should be
a steady, smooth change-over from fuselage to wing. Ac-
cording to the second, the cross section at any point of
the fuselage or the transition. from fuselage to wing’ should
be of such form and setting as to preserve the distribution
of Ca t values of the llwing without fuselage.ll

The first requisite is readily met with a cut through
wing and fuselage perpendicular to the direction of flow,
such. as shown in figure 3 for a mid-wing type monoplane.
The only provision on the basis of the results of the
first report is that the angle formed between fuselage and
wing and the fillet radius be sufficiently great and in-
crease rearward. The second requirement is, as already
mentioned, readily tractable when considering the wing as
effective line. But in the case of ‘fwing with fuselage’*
this concept is only an approximation, even if very satis-
factory, in contrast to the “wing with cut-out,!’ ,because
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the wing-part “fuselage” can hardly be considered part of
. -, ... an ““e’’ff”ectiveline, owing to” its great chord...,,..,,. .,, =-.*..........,.+ =*... . .. . .....

In order to avoid th.is.difficulty, the design of fu.ie-
,..

lage shapes which were to assure a %etter fairing-in be~
tween fuselage and wing than that afforded from the thee- ““
ry of the effective line, we developed a simple semi-
empirical method of approximation, which shall be dis-
cussed in a subsequent section-

. .. ..

“: 4. DNSCRIPTIWiQ OY MODELS I)ESIGNED

,,ACCORDING TO SECTION 3

4

An original fuselage-wing model designed according to
the discussed simple method ‘of calculation is shown in
figure 4. The original wing has elliptical contour and
h = 7.1 aspect ratio. Itmis a Joukowski airfoil with
parameters &= 0.1 and

i= 0’125
(d = thickness, f =“

camber, z =L;). Fuselage and wing root are also Jou-

kowski airfoils. The thickness parameter was kept con-
stant at 0.1, while camber and incidence of fuselage and
wing-root airfoils were modified. The front view of fu-
selage and wing root reveals t-he absence of all corners,
even on the fuselage. The profile chord follows from t’he
constant thickness parameter.

With the provision that for equal Ca t value - we
chose Ca = 1.2 - for “wing alone” and “wing with fuse-
lage”, the centers of pressure of all profiles lie on a
straight line and assure a limitation of the model as seen .,
from a%ove, which about corresponds to the usual condi- ‘&”W~
tions of a !Ifuselage with wing’!~ the camber parameters
f/t and the angles of attack ae were computed as fuilc-
tion of the running span coordinate with the aid of the
well-known test data on Joukowski airfoils (reference 7’).

l?igure 5 shows model iio. 1. It is seen that the vol-
ume of the fuselage, except in the thick wing roots -,
which may, in fact, he partly figured in with the fuse-
lage - is chiefly placed in the nose’of the fuselage.
This is due to the Joukowski type fairing of the fuselage.
The side edges of the rear end are also noteworthy. In
figure 6 these lateral fuselage edges have been removed.’
It will be noted that the ratio of cross-sectional area
of fuselage to wing area equals 1:40s The wing section

-— ——-.-—-..—-
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It will be noted that the ratio of cross-sectional area
of fuselage to wing area equals 1:40. The wing section
covered by the fuselage section was not included in the
cross-sectional area of the fuselage.

5. DESCRIPTION Ol? COMPARATIVE MODELS OF CONVENTIONAL DESIGN

Before discussing the results of the polar measurement
a description of several comparative models is attempted.
The first one is shown in figure 7. Its fuselago has the
same volume as that of the previous one but was designed
approximately according to the usual method albeit not em-
ployed in the design of gliders of the conventional type.
The wing is the same as before. The fuselage is of square
section and syminotrical in side view-

Figures 8 and 9 represent the fuselage with wing roots.
In figure 9 the fuselage edges of the suction side of the
wing have been hollowed out.

.
Tigures 10 and 11 illustrate model No. 2: a parasol

monopleno; that is, a wing-fuselage combination, consid-
ered as “standard type” for gliders until comparatively re-
cent ly. The model was studied with and without fuselage
“neck.” The fuselage of elliptical section and contour
has the same volume as the previous ones.

6~ WI1{D-TUHNEL T3STS OI? MODELS

DESCRIBED IN SECTIOHS 4 AND 5

Figure 12 shows the polar of IIwing alone~l and the
first models with fuselage faired smoothly in the wing
(model No. 1) . The iloteworthy feature is that the polar
of the wing- fuselage model Ko. 1 differs very little from
that of “wing aione.” The discre~ancy is smallest within

Ca = 1.0 to 1.2, that is, yLn the range of ty.e desired
equal” lift distribution. A check revealed that the dif-
ference in drag of polar (1,) and (2) for Ca = 0.9 to ,2.,3

exactly corresponded to- tho expected higher profile drag
due to the increased surface; that is, it was apparently
reduced to a minimum. Ostensibly there is a sub~tantial,
although gradual, increase in additive fuselage drag shove

Ca = 1*3.
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Comparing the cm curves, it is seen that the cm
L>. . curve of.,.m~d~lNop ,1 deviates with respect to that of ‘

“wing alon”el’, and in ’p~rtic-til%~”that th-e -cnvalues of,

the wifig-f,uselage model are lower, which really should
,.

not occur, at least, within the range of Ca = 1.2. T11e’

cause must lie in the c“irculatioil aro-~nd the fuselage, ac-
cordiilg to the observations made with streamers. It was
noted that at the nose of tho fuselage, at least at higher
Ca values, the flow was upward as a result of the covered
flow due to the piesefice of the wing, while at the rear
end the flow was downward, And it was this observation “’
that led to the design of the” fuselage according to the’
second method of approximation descri%ed elsewhere. The
graph aiso shows in dashes the polar of the same wing-

fuselage model i?o. 1 without side edges of the fusol,age
portion aft of the wi~l~, which, ~.s is seen, has no par-
ticularly vitiating effect on the polar. This was to be
expected since the rear end contributes little or nothing
to the lift, so that tho cmtti.ng away of t-he rear edges
of the fuselage profiles effects no clianges. But one di-
rect result of t~.e investigation is that in the design
of the fuselage the nose and that part of it which receives
the wing, care of greatest importance.

Tigure 13 shows the polar diagram of lfwing alone!! of
the first comparative model (mid-~ving type with square
fuse~[ifle) ari?L of its Iflod,ified.‘comparative model.!! The
changes consisted, as previously stated, in hollowing out
the fusela:;e ed~es on the suction side of the wing. The
surprising fact following a study of t).lepolar of the orig-
inal comparative model is the relatively high additive fu-
selage drag and an almost direct right-handed. bend of the
polar at- Ca = 1.5. The cause ‘here lies in the low-wing
effect . The modified type also shows this behavior, al-
though to a lesser de~;ree.

Figure 14 contains the polars of the second compara-
tive model, together yfj.th the polar of the IIwing .alone,l!
Here no substantie.1 eff”ect on ihe IIwing alonetl ~olar was
anticipated because the low-lying fuselage hardly disturbs
the flow; Accordingl;~, the polar of the ~’wiilgwith fuse-
lage” has the, same shape as that of the llwi?~~alone.!l
There remained ~-illj“a certa’j,lladditive. body drag .w,hic”h,
within the nean range of
The Camax value of the

reached, es~ecially when

—
tl+e polar, bras a minimum value-
“wing alone” is almost exactly

tile fuselage ltnecku is omitted,
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~igure 15 is a compilation of additive %ody drag,
ranging from 0..00125 for mode~ No, l.(rnid-wing type with
smooth fuselage fa~ring) , to 0.0030 for the first compar-
ative model (mid-wing type, square fuselage) , and 0.00150
tQ 0.00200 for the second comparative model (parasol wing,
elliptical fuselage). The mean values are:

,, Model ITo. l! 0.00175
.
,, 1st comparative model, o ●00400.

.2d comparative model, 0.00250
..

A comparison of model 3T0. 1 with the parasol type is
very”?interesting. It is found that the additive body drag
of ‘model iio. 1 is only about 0.’7 times that of the para-
sol’ wing. Of course, it sho-~ld be remembered that, as
seen’ in figure 15, on approaching ca the conditions

ma x
a’re reversed; i-e., model I?o. 1 has a higher additive body
drag and

Cama x
becomes smaller.

7. AD.4PTING THE FUSELAGE TO THE AIR FLOW ROUND THE WING

Anent the discussion of the polar of model No. 1, it ,
was pointed out that the riioment coefficients of model No~
1, relative to “wing alone” were attributable to the cur-
vilinear flow around the fuselage. This readily suggest-
ed fitting tile fuselage to the curvilinear wing flow so
as to assure the same moment curves and. at the same time
reduce. the additive lody drag. Our procedure in the de-
sign of SUC”Q a wing-fuselage model was as follows: >

First we plotted the streamline pattern for that Ca
value at which the fuselage was to fit best to the flow
%y means of confornal transformation; that is, for two-
dimensional flow. Then we calculated for the wiilg of in-
finite span the interference velocities in the plane of
symmetry of the wing for points in front of the wing.
These followed from a vortex system consisting of the two
boundary vortices and their infinite extensions to the
right and left of the wing. The flow patterfi in front of
the wing was correctet by means”of the’”calculated values~
and a corresponding correction for the flow aft of the
wing was also effected; only for the latter the downwash
due to the boundary vortices was not computed as it was
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‘accl~rat”elyknown’ from previous downwash investigations aft
of elliptical wings.

D,.., . . .. . ,,,., .
The result wa”s”the floti”~attern shown in figure .l.6~,

The manner of lending the profiles to the curvilinear flow-
is illustrated in figure 17.*

Tigures 18 and 19 show the first thus-designed model,
designated as No. 2. l?igurb 20 shows the differences hem
tween model fuselage No. 1 and No. 2. The polar of model
No. 2 was n.easur.ed repeatedly.

Figure 21 contail~s the diagran of the last m.easure-
meilt, together with that of ‘Iving alone.11 T~~e chief re-

su.lt.sof curving the fuselage were a very widely extended
,zone at c

amax
and a sor~ewhat higher cama x than for the

“wing alone. II The lower point of separation of the polar
has moved upmard similar to that for markedly cambered
airfoils. The moment curve shows that the moment coeffi-
cients of “wing alone” and model lTo. 2 coincide in the vi-
cinity of Ca = 1.2.

The polar diagram further depicts the body drag coef-
ficients of the first aild second measurement of model No.
2. In the first measurement, where the fuselage was still
new and therefore perfectly smooth, a small portion of the
polar had approximately zero drag. Between the first and
second measurements various modifications had been effect-
ed on the fuselage whit-h may have raised its drag. On the
average , we nay count with a minimum drag of Cw = 0.001;
that is,

2
very little less t“han model No. 1.

8. COMPARISON ?ETWEZN HIGH WING, NIiI WING, AND LOW WING

WITH I?VSELAGE DESIGNED ACCOP.DING TO SECTIONS- 3 AND 4
.

The question arose as to whether the obtained satis-
factory a,pproach of the wing-fuselase polar to that of
the l’wing alon~” was limited to the mid--wing arrangement
or whet’her it could be obtaiiled equally well with the same
satisfactory results to hi3h- or low-wing arrangements.

Accordingly, a iligh-l~ing arrailgement and a low-wing
arrangement were investigated. In these the body lines
wer e taken frou the mid-wing arrangement but the form was
_—______________,_______________________________——.—---..——..-__——__._______
*The desiGns

according
and calculations were made by Fritz J?reytag,
to the data of the writer.

.1 ., , ,.-—..- . . . . , , .,.-,.. -.-,.,., ,, ,,—-.,,,.,,. ,-.
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(

...
distorted up or down, respectively, until the suction
or pressure side, became straight in the front view,
addition. to the warping vertically there was a change
the camber of the longitudinal sections; the low-wing

side ,
In
in
%ody

sections were more heavily cambered to correspond with the
more sharply lent flow over the suction side of the wing.
The.high-wing body sections were not cambered so much.,.

X’igures 22-25. illustrate the high- and low-wing mod-
els, and figure 26, the ~olar diagrams of these models
without windshield.

,. .-

I
The low wing is distinctly superior from the point..

of view of additional body drag. On the other hand, this
fact should not be’ stressed too much because the lower
point of break-away of the low-wing polar lies equally

1 ‘

higher. But the so-called low-win~ efQ2..&_is...,.in...,anc-asisie
definit,e~ .n~~ whzch at least proves that ,the po-
lar of the low wing need not necessarily he inferior to
that of the high wing.

9. E3WECT 03’ WII?DSHI13LD ON ‘HIGH WING; MID l?ING,

AND LOW WING (fig. 27)

The disturbance of the flow due to the windshield
mounted at the sane place is less on the low wing than on
the high wing. And inasmuch as we must count on such dis-
turbances on the fuselage in the form of fresh-air vents
for the pilot, edges, and slots of the cockpit cowling,
etc.Y it is readily seen that the low wing is superior to
the high wing. This may ‘be explaiued ]y the fact that
such disturbances on the low wing are farther away from
‘the wing and consequently not as effective.

This fact proves that the high or parasol wing, as
generally employed in glider design, is certainly not el-
igible to %e called the “standard type.” On the contrary,
it may be assumed that in the future we shall see Did-wing
and low-wing type gliders which are just as legitimate.
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10. El?I?ECT.OF A STEP ON TEE UPPER SIDE OF
,>, -..

“TEE l?U’siLiGX ON’A MID “171NG”-
,,, ,,,. , . ... .. . .,,..“. ,,, , ,,.

.,. .,. . . ,.. . .,

The visibility in”~ Aid wing a~ld low”winfj of the.. . ..
shown designs is perfectly satisfactory, especially when
the .pilo% S,its;infront .of the wing... ljut in order to as-
certain..wh:ether vis~%.ili?y could still ~.ur~h~r ‘D+.i’$prOv~d
without vitiating the polar, we studied the effect of a
-bre”ak”br.step:on!the .t.opof the fuselage: of ~~e mid ~,ing

. (figs- 28 and 29), It was, fpy.nd to bealtogethe:, negli--
i gible.

.,. .

,, ., lldlESI, GN” OF A GLIDER WITH AERODYNAMtCA.LLY ‘

AND STATICALLY BENEFICIAL WING-BODY 3’IiILETS.. .

In conclusion, we su”omi,ta prelimi.na,ry glider de-
si~n with ,the.Qescr,ihe,d type *of fillets” (fig. 30);” that
is, of a trapezoidal mid wing with “greatly iilcr’eased chord
near the fuselage. The raughl.y computed sinking speed of
this airc,raf.t is, to, be sure., not much low’er than ,with the
parasol type of identical span and we”ight because the po-
lars of both correspond approximately to tha,t of the “wing
al one.” But. it should ,be,re,menbe,red ,that becau”se of its’ ‘j

Igreat wing-root spar heights and the absence of the “neck” ~
the mi+-winp ty~e can be ]u,i~t easier and consequently 6..,.....,,0 .............”...
stronger.......,.~,,-.,,-.....

Translation by J. Vanier,
Nation,al Advisory Cou,mittee
for Aeronautics.
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